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AUTO:  Quickly switches on its own to the setting for the 
conditions of the photograph, especially in the case of sudden 
death or the collapsing of buildings and meanings on top of the 
heads of their inhabitants.
 
 

 BEAUTY FACE:  Allows the photograph to improve the face when taken vertically. 
This feature is suitable when shooting a face that emerges from rubble, covered in 
blood and dust and when the eyes are terminally closed  by the banality of evil and 
its ultramodern primitivism.

 

BEST SHOT: Provides the ability to choose the best 
photograph from a group of photographs in order to better 
market violent death on screens which are fixing their makeup 
while rushing to  their forthcoming date with more victims who 
are even more photogenic and less lusting for freedom. 
 

BEST FACE: Same as the previous feature with a focus on the face and setting for 
it, preparing for its transformation into a temporary icon of pain.

 

SOUND AND SHOT: An option that allows you to take a shot 
with a simultaneous audio recording  for up to five seconds. 



The captured sound  appears with every new viewing of the 
photograph (Do not ask where the wailing comes from).
 

DRAMA: Takes a photograph of a person or a thing who moves
and then frames it within a single photograph, motionless. This 
kind of photography allows you to later identify a life by 
collecting the remains of its flesh, bones, and dreams in 
addition to the ability to distinguish the features of the last 
scream from its tattered corpse.
 

ERASER:  In the chance that something appear in the middle 
of the photograph, for example, a people who desire life, you 
can naturally remove it with the camera function  that allows 
you to wipe bloodstains from the conscience while also 
providing it with a grim humane lustre.
 

SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
 

Panoramic Photography: for the sea stabbing in the back 
shortly before dusk or the shelling of the Iftar family table with a
one-ton shell and at least two centuries of Orientalist 
scholarship.
 

Sports Photography:  For short and decisive soccer matches on the beach, where 
the unfortunate and inexperienced players are punished for excessive entertainment 
during stoppage time in an accidental truce between two shells.

 

Night Photography: For children’s nightmares and their stares 
on which the blind spectators prey.
 



Future Photography: A young girl saves books from certain 
death under the rubble of Gaza and use them to bind God’s 
wounds as she stares at him without tears.
 
 
 


